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Abstract— Patient admitted with acute decompensated 
heart failure (ADHF) facing with high risk of mortality 
where 30 day mortality rates are reaching 10%. 
Identifying patient with high and low risk of mortality 
could improve clinical outcomes and hospital resources 
allocation. This paper proposed the use of artificial neural 
network to predict mortality for the patient admitted with 
ADHF. Results show that artificial neural network can 
predict mortality for ADHF patient with good prediction 
accuracy of 94.73% accuracy for training dataset and 
91.65% for test dataset. 
Keywords—mortality prediction, artificial neural 
network,acute decompensated heart failure 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
Acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF) is a sudden 
worsening of the signs and symptoms of heart failure, which 
typically includes difficulty breathing (dyspnea), leg or feet 
swelling, and fatigue. Acute decompensated heart failure is the 
most common cause of hospitalization for patients older than 
65 years of age. Despite therapeutic advances, the prognosis of 
acute heart failure is poor, with in-hospital mortality ranging 
from 4% to 7%, 60- to 90-day mortality ranging from 7% to 
11% and 60- to 90-day re-hospitalization from 25% to 30%. In 
addition, acute decompensated heart failure results in 
significant costs to the health care system [11].  
Risk of mortality varies across patient populations; a 
mortality prediction model (MPM) that estimates an individual 
patient’s risk can be a useful aid for making clinical decisions 
at the bedside. Managing ADHF patients is challenging 
because of the lack of effective treatments that both reduce 
symptoms and improve clinical outcomes.  
Lack of effective treatment that can reduce symptoms and 
improve clinical outcomes is one of the challenges faced by 
clinicians in managing ADHF patients. Knowledge of mortality 
predictors can be used to generate predictive model.  This 
model can aid clinician’s decision making process especially 
for identifying patient who are at high or low risk of death. 
Risk prediction model also can be used in patient counseling to 
initiate the discussion of about end-of-life issues and also may 
be used for quality of care outcomes assessment. Patient at low 
risk could be potentially discharged from the hospital early and 
patient who identified as high risk of mortality could benefit 
from intensive or special care units.  
Several mortality prediction models have been proposed 
especially for acute decompensated heart failure [4]. However, 
most of the previous models use statistical/mathematical 
model. These models are difficult to obtain where it requires 
the developer of such models to understand the relationship 
between variables of the models. Furthermore, statistical model 
requires expertise and lot of effort in order to understand 
relationship between variables used in the model. On the other 
hands, machine learning techniques have become very popular 
to solve problems for forecasting and predictions. Machine 
learning works in iteration where the algorithms try to map the 
relationship between variables with minimal human effort.  
In this paper, we presented machine learning techniques 
namely artificial neural networks (ANN) for mortality 
prediction especially for patient admitted with acute 
decompensated heart failure (ADHF). The aims of this paper 
are to demonstrate the capabilities of artificial neural network 
to predict mortality of the patient admitted with ADHF. 
II. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK MODEL 
 A neural network consists of an interconnected group of 
artificial neurons, and it processes information using a 
connectionist approach to computation. ANN has been 
implemented in various fields. In healthcare, ANN is 
implemented for clinical diagnosis, drug development, image 
analysis and signal analysis [1]. ANN had proven to be useful 
for modeling complex relationships between inputs and 
outputs or to find patterns in data. Among others advantages 
of ANN are [2]: 
1) Requires less formal statistical training to develop. 
2) Able to recognize complex non-linear relationship between 
independent and dependent variables 
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3) Capable of discovering all possible interactions between 
predictor values 
4) Can be developed using different training algorithms. 
A. Data Setup 
 Data used for this research collected from Cardiology 
Medical Record (Acute Decompensated Heart Failure) 
Database in National Heart Institute (IJN) Malaysia. Data 
collected consist of patient from period of 1st January 2009 
until 22nd December 2015.  61 inputs attributes of the neural 
networks that include patient profile (gender, age, weight etc.), 
patient medical history (history of PCI procedure, CABG 
procedure, Myocardial Infarction, etc.), patient initial lab 
results (patient blood pressure, urea level, sodium level, etc.), 
patient hospital procedure (dialysis, angiography, etc.) has 
been extracted from the database. Patient status during 
hospitalization (deceased or alive) is used as target of the 
neural network.  
B. Neural Network Configuration 
 Basically, feed forward neural network consist three main 
layers which are input layer, hidden layer and output layer. 
Input and output are usually consist 1 layer and hidden layer 
could consist minimum 1 layer. Figure 1 shows the examples 
of feed forward neural network architecture. The numbers of 
input nodes and output nodes depends on the collected data 
while the numbers of hidden nodes for ANN are based on trial 
and error.  
 Guideline by Zhang, Patuwo and Hu (1998) 
recommended the number of hidden nodes according to 
“n/2”,”1n”,”2n” and “2n+1” where n is the number of input 
nodes [5]. Since the number of input nodes in this research 61, 
the numbers of hidden nodes that will be used are 32, 61, 122, 
and 123 respectively. For limiting trial and error process, the 
number of hidden layer used for this research is 1.  Table 1 
shows the structures of neural network used in this research. 
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Figure 1 Feed Forward Neural Network Architecture 
 
 
 
  
Table 1: Proposed Neural Network Structures 
Input Hidden Layer 
Hidden 
Nodes Output 
Network 
Structures 
61 1 
27 
1 
61-27-1 
55 615-1 
110 61-110-1 
111 61-111-1 
 
 Multi-layer feed forward neural network are the most 
often used algorithm in medical diagnosis [8]. Feed forward 
neural network can be described in equation (1). 
 
 
(1) 
 Where is the output of the network, f is the transfer 
function,  is the weight,  is the input and  is the bias. 
From equation (1), multi-layer feed forward neural network 
with 1 hidden layer can be further derive as: 
 
 
 (2) 
 
 Where,  is the output of neural network, f is transfer 
function of the neural network, N is the number of nodes in the 
respective layer (N0 the number of nodes in input layer and N1 
is number of nodes in 1st hidden layer), Vj,k is the weight of 
neural network between a hidden layer to output layer, Wi,j is 
the weight from input layer to a hidden layer,  is the 
input of neural network and  is the bias of the neural 
network.  
 The most commonly use transfer function in neural 
network are sigmoid function. For this research we used 
sigmoid transfer function. Sigmoid transfer function (log-
sigmoid) can be represented as equation 3: 
 
 
(3) 
 
Where n is the output of hidden layer.  
The output of 1 hidden model neural network can be written 
as: 
 
 
 (4) 
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 The values if weight (Wij, Vjk , Zkl) and bias (bi, bj, bk) are 
iteratively changed by training function in order to achieve the 
best prediction accuracy. Weight and bias are adjusted by 
training function based on the error produced by the network. 
This error value could be obtain using performance function. 
There were several performance function that can be used in 
neural network. We used MSE (Mean Squared Error) 
performance function in this research. Performance function is 
used to calculate error of the network for weight and bias 
adjustment. MSE using equation (5) to produced error values. 
 
 
(5) 
 
Where  is the output target and  are the neural network 
predicted output. After the error value is compute, the training 
algorithm will adjust the weight and bias of the neural network 
based on the error value. The training functions that often used 
by researcher in field of medical diagnosis are back 
propagation algorithm [8]. Back propagation algorithm is a 
learning function and commonly method for training neural 
networks where it used gradient descent algorithms that 
minimize squared error. Squared errors are minimize by using 
iterative process of gradient descent. Gradient descent can be 
expressed in equation (6): 
 
 
(6) 
 
 Where the gradient of ith iteration, E is the error of the 
network for the ith iteration, and W the weight and biases of 
ith iteration. Weight and biases are updated in the direction of 
network error (performance function) decreases most rapidly 
(negative of gradient) using equation (7). 
 
 
(7) 
 Where a vector of current weight and biases,  is the 
current gradient and  is the learning rate (proportional 
parameter which defines the step length of each iteration in the 
negative gradient descent). Learning rate value is defined by 
the user where the small value of  could lead to true 
approximation or prediction while slowing learning process. 
However, choosing larger value of  could speed up neural 
network convergence while may cause oscillation in weight 
spaces. Basically, back propagation works as follows:  
1) Neural network is given input x and error of the 
network is calculated,  
2) Sensitivities (  and ) are propagated from output 
layer to the first layer and  
3) The weight w and biases b of the neural network is 
updated.  
 Back propagation uses the chain rule in order to compute 
derivatives of the squared error with respect to the weights and 
biases in the hidden layers.  
This algorithm called back propagation because the 
derivatives are computed first at the last layer of the network 
and then propagated backward through the network to compute 
the derivatives in the hidden layer [9]. However, there are 
several variations of back propagation algorithm. The 
variations of back propagation training algorithm include: 
1. Lavenberg-Marquadt 
2. Bayesian Regulation back propagation. 
3. BFGS quasi-Newton backpropagation 
4. Resilient Back propagation 
5. Scaled Conjugate Gradient 
6. Conjugate Gradient with Powell/Beale Restarts 
7. Fletcher-Reeves Conjugate Gradient 
8. Polak-Ribiére Conjugate Gradient 
9. One Step Secant 
10. Gradient descent back propagation 
11. Gradient descent with adaptive learning rate back 
propagation 
12. Gradient descent with momentum 
13. Gradient descent with momentum and adaptive 
learning rate back propagation 
This paper aims to demonstrate the capabilities of artificial 
neural network to predict mortality. So, we choose to use only 
one training algorithm to limit trial and error process. For this 
research we use scaled conjugate training algorithm. We use 
scaled conjugate algorithms because it performs well over 
different sets of case study and performs particularly well for 
the network that contains a large number of weight and bias 
[10]. The number of weight and bias use for this research are 
particularly large where the number of weight and bias use are 
2017(32 Hidden Nodes), 3844(61 Hidden Nodes), 7687(122 
Hidden Nodes) and 7750(123 Hidden Nodes).  
The scaled conjugate gradient algorithm is based on 
conjugate directions instead of local gradient. Conjugate 
gradient back propagation typically involves 4 steps [25, 26]: 
 
1. Select the first search direction p0 to be the negative 
of the gradient: 
 
 
  (8) 
2. The line search then is performed using equation (9) 
to determine the optimal distance to move along the 
current search direction with  is used as positive 
scalar which determines the scaled of the step size 
taken by function. 
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  (9) 
3. Select the next search direction using:  
 
 
 (10) 
The value of β can be calculated using several 
functions: 
 
 
(11) 
  
4. If algorithm is not converged, continue from step 2. 
C. Experimental Setup 
The neural network model proposed in this paper will be 
used to predict mortality of patient who admitted with acute 
decompensated heart failure. Figure 2 show the method used 
to develop the proposed model. The model is simulated using 
MATLAB R2014b on the computer with following 
specifications: Intel Core i-7 with 2.60 GHz, RAM 12.0 GB 
and 64 bit processing system. Selection of transfer function, 
training function and performance function has been discussed 
in Neural Network Configuration section and the parameter 
setting of the proposed model can be summarized as shown in 
table 2.  Dataset is partition into 5 which consisting different 
ratio of training and test dataset. For examples, the whole 
dataset consisting 240 data, so the first set of partition contains 
50/50 split which means 120 data will be used as training 
dataset and another 120 data will be used as test dataset. The 
dataset partitioning is as follows: 
 
Table 2: Dataset Partitioning 
Dataset Training Ratio Test Ratio 
1 50% 50% 
2 60% 40% 
3 70% 30% 
4 80% 20% 
5 90% 10% 
 
The dataset is partition in this way to test the robustness of 
the ANN algorithm and also to avoid dataset over fitting. Each 
of the network structures is independently run for 100 of times 
in order to compute the best, average and worst results of the 
networks. The random number of initial weight and bias with 
100 times simulation will give the estimation of overall 
performance for each model. 
 
Table 3: Summary of Neural Network Configuration 
NETWORK STRUCTURES 
61-32-1 
61-61-1 
61-122-1 
61-123-1 
TRAINING FUNCTION 
Scaled Conjugate 
TRANSFER FUNCTION 
Sigmoid – Logsig 
(Hidden Layer) 
Sigmoid – Tansig 
(Output Layer) 
PERFORMANCE FUNCTION 
Mean Squared Error (MSE) 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Methodology use for this research. 
D. Neural Network Evaluation 
Mean squared error (MSE), confusion value, and prediction 
accuracy are used to evaluate the performance of proposed 
neural network model. Good neural network model can be 
achieved when the MSE and confusion value is low and the 
prediction accuracy is high. MSE can be calculated using 
equation (5). Confusion values are the value represents the 
number of misclassified samples and can be calculate using 
equation (6). 
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(5) 
Where C is confusion value, m is the number of 
misclassified samples and s is the number of data samples. 
Prediction accuracy can be computed using equation (7). 
 
 
(7) 
III. RESULTS 
Artificial Neural Network algorithm performs wells in 
predicting mortality of patient admitted with acute 
decompensated heart failure. Neural Network with hidden 
nodes of 32 performs slightly better compared to the other 
setting of hidden nodes with the best accuracy achieved for 
training dataset is 95.43% and 91.63% for test dataset while  
average accuracy achieved for training dataset at 86.25% and 
81.206% for test dataset. Table 3 show the Mean Square Error 
value of training dataset and Table 4 show the Mean Square 
Error for test dataset. Table 5 and table 6 shows the prediction 
accuracy of training and test dataset. 
 
Table 3: Training Dataset MSE 
 
Training 
Hidden 
Nodes 
Data 
Partition Best Worst Average 
32 
50/50 0.0341 0.3967 0.11 
60/40 0.0575 0.329 0.1128 
70/30 0.0348 0.4821 0.1034 
80/20 0.0562 0.3423 0.1092 
90/10 0.0401 0.2754 0.0955 
Average   0.04454 0.3651 0.10618 
61 
50/50 0.0508 0.4441 0.1131 
60/40 0.0553 0.5026 0.1266 
70/30 0.0518 0.4509 0.104 
80/20 0.0631 0.4422 0.1164 
90/10 0.0559 0.2119 0.0986 
Average   0.05538 0.41034 0.11174 
122 
50/50 0.0501 0.5131 0.149 
60/40 0.045 0.4931 0.1408 
70/30 0.0581 0.4886 0.1372 
80/20 0.0527 0.526 0.1343 
90/10 0.0541 0.5046 0.1145 
Average   0.052 0.50508 0.13516 
123 
50/50 0.0417 0.513 0.1393 
60/40 0.0647 0.493 0.138 
70/30 0.045 0.5179 0.1303 
80/20 0.0584 0.526 0.1576 
90/10 0.0607 0.5038 0.1327 
Average   0.0541 0.51074 0.13958 
 
 
 
 
Table 3: Test Dataset MSE 
 
Test 
Hidden 
Nodes 
Data 
Partition Best Worst Average 
32 
50/50 0.2907 0.4792 0.3664 
60/40 0.2869 0.4955 0.3634 
70/30 0.2062 0.7283 0.363 
80/20 0.2542 0.5509 0.3531 
90/10 0.2715 0.5395 0.3734 
Average   0.2619 0.55868 0.36386 
61 
50/50 0.3066 0.4905 0.3816 
60/40 0.2962 0.5003 0.3793 
70/30 0.2129 0.7354 0.3804 
80/20 0.2647 0.5609 0.3667 
90/10 0.272 0.5588 0.3818 
Average   0.27048 0.56918 0.37796 
122 
50/50 0.3264 0.4879 0.4078 
60/40 0.3277 0.5016 0.4053 
70/30 0.2469 0.7243 0.4047 
80/20 0.2858 0.5815 0.3931 
90/10 0.3072 0.5551 0.4071 
Average   0.2988 0.57008 0.4036 
123 
50/50 0.3263 0.4899 0.4059 
60/40 0.3299 0.5033 0.4076 
70/30 0.2338 0.7225 0.4007 
80/20 0.305 0.5633 0.3957 
90/10 0.3138 0.5597 0.4089 
Average   0.30176 0.56774 0.40376 
 
Table 5: Training Dataset Prediction Accuracy 
Training 
Hidden 
Nodes 
Data 
Partition 
Best 
(%) 
Worst 
(%) 
Average 
(%) 
32 
50/50 96.67 41.67 85.92 
60/40 94.44 52.78 85.15 
70/30 96.43 71.22 86.62 
80/20 94.27 45.31 85.76 
90/10 95.37 53.24 87.8 
Average   95.436 52.844 86.25 
61 
50/50 95 46.67 85.57 
60/40 94.44 47.92 83.78 
70/30 94.64 46.43 86.79 
80/20 93.23 45.31 85.03 
90/10 94.44 64.81 87.22 
Average   94.35 50.228 85.678 
122 
50/50 94.17 42.5 81.43 
60/40 95.83 40.28 82.65 
70/30 95.24 48.21 83.48 
80/20 93.75 41.67 83.72 
90/10 94.44 48.15 85.9 
Average   94.686 44.162 83.436 
123 
50/50 96.67 35.83 82.65 
60/40 93.75 44.44 83.08 
70/30 94.05 48.21 84.49 
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80/20 94.27 45.31 80.93 
90/10 93.52 43.06 83.7 
Average   94.452 43.37 82.97 
 
Table 6: Training Dataset Prediction Accuracy 
 
Test 
Hidden 
Nodes 
Data 
Partition 
Best 
(%) 
Worst 
(%) 
Average 
(%) 
32 
50/50 90 38.33 77.37 
60/40 91.67 50 77.52 
70/30 88.89 52.78 78.44 
80/20 95.83 33.33 83.87 
90/10 91.76 66.67 88.83 
Average   91.63 48.222 81.206 
61 
50/50 91.67 50 77.02 
60/40 89.58 37.5 76.56 
70/30 86.11 41.67 76.69 
80/20 95.83 62.5 83.83 
90/10 91.76 50 86.92 
Average   90.99 48.334 80.204 
122 
50/50 88.33 41.67 73.87 
60/40 87.5 43.75 75.31 
70/30 91.67 47.22 74.92 
80/20 96.3 33.33 83 
90/10 98.8 41.67 86.58 
Average   92.52 41.528 78.736 
123 
50/50 88.33 41.67 74.48 
60/40 89.58 45.83 75.85 
70/30 88.89 44.44 75.53 
80/20 98.8 33.33 79.88 
90/10 91.76 33.33 82.33 
Average   91.472 39.72 77.614 
 
 Generally, artificial neural networks perform well 
with the best accuracy averaging around 90%. However, the 
overall performance of neural network still inconsistent where 
the worst performance averaging around 40% accuracy. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
This paper proposed the use of artificial neural network for 
mortality prediction of the patient admitted with acute 
decompensated heart failure. Generally, neural network 
performs well for mortality prediction with prediction 
accuracy around 94.73% for training dataset and 91.65% for 
test dataset. We have shown that artificial neural network can 
be used to predict mortality with high accuracy. 
However, the worst model of neural networks produces 
accuracy below acceptable range. It shows that the neural 
network performance is still unstable. Future works will 
address this issue. Furthermore, we want to expand the 
simulation to include the training algorithm discussed in 
section 2. 
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